Upper Foundation Stage Knowledge Organiser
Spring Term 2020: The Three Little Pigs
New Year, Chinese New Year,

plant, animal, flower, grass, tree, weather, rain, sunshine,

Shrove Tuesday, Lent, Easter,

snow, cloud, soft, hard, hot, cold, rough, smooth, bright, dark

Jesus, Resurrection, Christian
people, belief

year, old,
new, past,
present,

map, house,

future, now,

tree, path,

then,

road, field,

remember,

grass,

calendar

Fitzwilliam,
England

design, designer,
materials, tools,
construct, brief,

stranger, permission,

rules, special, people,

mouse, screen, keyboard,

friend, feelings, happy,

computer, tablet

unhappy, sad, right,

instrument, sound,

wrong, I like, I don’t like

pulse, song, listen,
appraise

make, cut, join,
artist, materials,
tools, model,
collage, textiles,
texture, construct,
join, natural,

strong, ingredients,

large movements, small movements,

healthy, cook,
taste

perform, music, timing
throw, catch, pass, roll,
bounce, stop, control

man-made,

balance, jump, land,

technique

high, low, travel, stretch

Upper Foundation Stage Knowledge Organiser
Leg, head, wing,

Spring Term 2020: The Three Little Pigs

antennae, proboscis body
design, make, attach,
section
join, product, evaluate

Key Questions:

Spring 2020 (1)

Spring 2020 (2)

 What is a goal?

 What am I feeling?

 How can I travel in a variety of ways?

 How can I respond appropriately to my own

 How can I control a large ball?
 How do materials change when they are heated or
cooled?
 What geographical features can we see in
Fitzwilliam?

feelings and those of others?
 How can I control a hoop or quoit?
 How can I describe the dance I have created?
 What are the properties of different materials?
 Why do we celebrate Shrove Tuesday today?

 Where is Fitzwilliam?

 Why is Mothering Sunday observed?

 What does the New Year mean?

 Why is Easter celebrated?

 What is New Year and who celebrates it?

 How do I use a computer and mouse to sequence

 What is Chinese New Year and who celebrates it?
 How do I use a computer and mouse to create a
picture?
 How do I describe the texture of the materials I am
using?
 How do I begin to use an instrument to accompany
a song I am performing?

the life cycle of a plant?
 What is a brief?
 What is a product?
 Why is it important to evaluate my product?
 What is an observational drawing or painting?
 How do I begin to use an instrument to accompany
a song I am performing?

